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Senator Richard Sobweibar 
U.S.Senste 
Washington, D.O. 	 CORIDENITIAL 

Dear Didc, 

The confidential label is for my own files and the archive I will leave. It is 
not a restriction upon you. I intend no use of this letter or any response mem-
response. As I told you last October, public controveroy or attracting attention to mybi 
self are not within my serum* purposes. The political, and media attitude toward the 
wrok I have done and the minority view I represent have forced me to reconsider and 
recast ny own =lame 

As I told you last October I am and I try to be forthright. I than told you that 
I also owed you forthrightness. lentil). see how forthright I can be. 

Tour eponym °, on Face the Nation, which I have just viewed, was as lapreSslite 
as you were with me last October. This and the soma/  I was in  when  I  dial  struggle to 
Your office on the war to the hospital are my clearest impressions of that meeting. 
Ton may have no knowledge of the pain that is typical of the ailment I suffered, but 
I assure you it is considerable and it I had mot begun with faith in yearend your 
intentions, as I had not sought you out I also would not have subjected myself to what 
I went through in order to spend that mousing with you and Dave berate. 

Tour sincerity impressed me so wench, through all that pain, that in order to 	• 
eerie you better I Wilma I could not afford. I took a private room in the hospital 
so there could be privacy in the further edimmunication between us you did forecast. We 
neither knew I would be going to the hospital, but you did tell me you would want to 
spend more time with me and that if yea could not come here you would, having observed 
my difficulty in sorely moving, we old provide as with transportation to your office. 

Beginning when I hoard radio reports of your public statements while I was in 
the hospital, I have wondered why you were not again seeking help or information from 
me. This sender increased as I loomed that you rare and remained in *lose contact 
with nuts, paranoids, assorted self.seekers and others of the dedicated wrong. In 
retrospect I confess indebtedness to you for straying detached. 

I cannot be certain that I now know the answer to that has puzzled me. I am not 
putting you on when I say how =oh you impressed me or how impressed I was about 
Your sincerity and genuineness. Until there is something better I will have to accept 
as an answer your statement on "Taos the Natioo" that you are "eery strongly for 
President Yord. This Aiwa you an irreoencilable conflict of interest. had was a member 
of the Warren Comnissiion. Now I think I also have an explanation for the opening of 
your report and your rejection of the unselfish offer I made your all my records with a 
chain of possession as they deal with the most essential evidence in any homicide ins,  
seatigatinn, sore that of a President.' did offer you thid evidence, my ovieinals, and 
I did 1$117 you did not have to credit me or my work. 

It you would care to explain that you could still support Pori and publish what 
he as *member of the Warren Ommelsaienamoided even loOklog for, what you and he, as 
lovers know is the most essential evidence Seamy homicide explation upd you in 
particular when your mandate was to investigate the federal agencies, I will welcome 
the crigesietions I do not expect. ice go serves sever to mention the agency which did 
not volunteer this evidence to the atamission, not that Ford, the other Comelesioners and 
all their lawyers did not know it had to exist and was essential. 

zou go tarthur, Tou open your report with what to say thinking person is total 
disqualification and certification of the lade at relevance to all that follows. Tou 
pool** you did. not %motion the conelualans of the Report and that you did not examine 
aye Wm* addends of the crime itself. Ton thereafter and without exoeption defend. the 



Ctenlindia2 and its lawyers. You oarrY this so far that  you Wte those who have self.. 
interest to sera® by what they said and in no case quote a law:perish* worked on the 
relevant areas of the *sport. Um carried this to the extreme. When you had in your 
possession and suppressed what Bolin as the Rookefellee Commission s bombe also Oh 
bad and suppressedothat it totally destructive of the sport and its integrity. Thus 
because it was the most serious selfrneesousation by the-CIA against the CIA in your attack 
on it and the 111 you had to suppress it. 

Whatever is or was in your mind it is afferent that this was political expedience-, 
a requisite of your being *very strongly for /resident Ford.* 

And now, of *ours., especially because of tyeir great relevance to your report I 
understand why you used sons of the transcripts I bad to use POI& to obtain. How.  eiuld 
you and survive support of the men respessible? _ 

I have no personal investment in who is the next president. I do have a deep. 
long and oorldaudnerfeMOnvest is the integrity of our society and its institutions end 
their viability. I recogeise that sus a politician you have rights and needs. Raving 
then I believe you should have faoed this oonflist of interest prior to taking the 
initiative that paddled you with this conflict of interest you have not reconciled in 
the national interest. 

I am basinerwhat I swan on this TV show alone. I have read the press oopy of 
your report to the appendix. You were owned by the spooks you pretend to expose. Jou 
suppressed names that are velI4novn publicly. Tau swallowed the Rooct bait, hook, . 
sinker and line to the pole. You then meat farther and as with the FBI you Supprreesed 
mention of Rocca's name and those of the others who did this dirty work with bin, names 
frossiy available in court records and the Arcgives. ?he identity of *D* is not and has 
not been secret/ Why do you suppress* it? Is there a more likely explanation that anyone 
knowing it would learn what you also suppressed in your report, that he and his fabrication 
were misused in a Otrangelovian effort you avoid entirely? Or is it that your staff is 
this close to totally inooePetoutiT 

That I spare you more of this is not because it does not exist. This is adequate 
for the record. I will leave for the future and for your understanding. I could continue 
it indefinitely. this would include serious and disqualifying factual errors in your 
report. terrors relating to your entire basis, rather pretended basis. There is no basis 
for any of your report without what you refused to investigate, who did the dirty deed. 
While you pretend otherwise en *hoe the Nation* you did assume Oswald's guilt without 
investigation and while oendseedng the honest of the eswelled investigation. Unless you 
make this assumption of guilt there is one one fig leaf of any relevance and that also you 
avoids was Oswald a federal agent of 4004, kindt 

You pretend but present no proof of his *coanections" with both the pro- and anti» 
Castro groups. There is no proof. Nis sole Poonnectietwith the FLOC is his writing them 
without their aolititation and their not empowering him to establish what there never 
wawa, a New Orleans chapter. Tour sole allegation of anent...Castro *connection* is via 
der. Mire you have the most serious factual. error. This error is essential to all 
in your report. It is also an sees of your personal suppression of what you did obtain 
from the CIA and failed to mention on Waft the Rations The Bringuier and Clay Shaw 
eennectiens with CIA. 

Am I glad you did not acme back to met As I offered, I'd have given you all I bade. 
It is solid, it is considerable, it cost me much and it proves perjury by the CIA's leineuier, 
protected by a relevant Marren Commission leyer od your pill-tie-al faith bifida personal 
alteration of a transcript. 



I want the record between us end that I will leave, also dmoliostad out of my 

possession, toe be as explicit, as possible. I ea soling that Bringuier vomited perjury. 

I am saying this polar is the basis of pll you* theorising as a substitute for the fact 

you were istinteizkirastaddiaskeindated to establish. I aa saying you could not have had 

a 'tuff that even °hooked sources that vas not moire of this. And I am saying I had other 

and repoitiens proofs that were avilab2e to you. I did offer then to you and speatinallY 

on this subject, which is one of the four "theories* you did ask me to shoot down, your 

words, which I promptly did although thoy come originally from my (novo* in each case. 

(1 than warned yooLoominet the consequence of beginning with thooriiiing rather than fact.) 

sou may-reeard this with resenteeat codas a personal attack on you. I would like 

you to consider the pain it causes me when I have ruined my life and soy future to estoblisho4  

what truth one man can about an event on which the world vas reOersed, and I have dens this 

so unselfishly I is offered you without restriction or even acknowledgement all of my 

work and MOS. (lea, I am still in debt for the private rooms  too.lt 63.) 

Saving thus endeared myself to youI propose providing you with an opporttnity to 

live by and with your words on Odg. 

You should recall that you and your derring-do investigators, having the power 

of subpoena, had not issued pne until I proposed this when you asked me for rsoommendam. 

tions on how to proceed. With competent subpoenas you mould not bore had the limitations 

you said on CBS had been Lep:wed on you becauae the CIL had not informed you. They could, 

of course, have failed to comply, but there was no reasonable limit on your power to 

specify and compel complianos if you had the politidel courage. One of the spectifio 

suggestion* I made - and Ise& more than one - is that you subpoena all their records 

of whatever source on me. I also waived oy rights to privacy for you. I bad reasons I 

could not go into in the time ve had. I have some of these records, from CIA and 
not from 

them. If you bad done this you would have established the existence of a still
-une3e. 

posed CIA front from proscribed domestic activity end a super-sensation the natur
e of 

which I viii not now indicated. I also withdrOW my waiver of privacy rights, based on 

what you have done. 

What you have done is to needlessly limit me in aloft. I have asked yo
u for a 

copy of your Exhibit 42 with all names but mine masked. ou have not responded. 
As 

told you, I wont this for court, not literary use. Obviously when I am the author
 of the 

first book on the Warren Commission, I have no literary need of this. I know of no 

prohibition ad your providing this. 

You do advance certain theorios, whether or not they are founded in fact of reaso
n. 

If you had done as I suggested you would have advanoed you* theorising very much.
While 

what I possess of thee, records id Farr-roe complete, I have enough to tell you t
his in 

My possession. I also havep proof of the deliberate withholding oe more and obere it 

is filed. As you know, the kinky sox pictures are not of vw. As you may not k
now, this 

was provided to the Shaw defense. That is, not Garrison's but CIA's Shaw, as you must 

have read inpaigiaLealsajiameg. And for whatever it may be worth to you, CIA 
dhow 

did perjure himself, other than as Garrison. charged. I'm now happy you dAd not ask for 

this proof I'd have given roau. 

Were gre some other "Saco the igatiOn* quotest 

We can "go only as tar as we know.* (You refused to and you dii not.) 

m&eilaerioan people can handle the truth.*(1.1a delighted you recall that fro
m 

what I said last %tabor.) 

think the publics has a right to know." I agree. But you are asserting a 

son000ly on what the American public can know from the needless hiding of names,
 like 

that of Nose** where in hiding it you repeat the official CIA propaganda while s
uppres.. 

sing what he said. Ea& you not it would have advanoed your theorizing by tiring it a beets 

you did not but it surely would have made "very strong support gems :for President Ford" 



ashsleard. ite was aware of what liosenko said but he stole and sold for profit a TOP 
SECRET traheoript hs then edited to betel may the opposite.His goverment than uadere 
took to pee:seat perjury to a federal court to deny ma this traneoript as it now hue forced 
as to court to obtain the records relevant to his reds baiting; of Professor ledlieh 
(now law 'school Dean gozmen Redlioh) over fedlich's record on civil rights. 

117re:era is one that certainly estsblisbes dedicationto the public's right to 
knew. I regularly go to what for as in diffeoult and costly lengths to obtain sup 
pressed evidence and then hold press conferences and give it all sway regazdaless of 
ey sometime literary interest and rights. 

Tour record is not one of guaranteeing the public's right to sic know. Rather is 
it a record of greotine the public the right to know what you vent it to know. 

I have asked you for copies of records that you are not required to withhold. 
lou have not responded. I have talked you for records to present to a federal court. You 
hoe, not responded. la feet, you did mat even provide ooiees of these nozewitheeld 
OIL records ei bad to buy from= when I offered you and through you the &oats all 
of the work I fad does at considerable personal cost, ireeestieg these meatless thousands 
of pages for whichI paid the executive agencies. 

Despite what you told the CBS nationwide audience the records of thee agencies 
is other than you represent. If they lived within the law I would have no need to ask 
you for lease records. I have aekad for them ander FOIL Ad Privacy dots, Combing RI 
files might yield more and older, but I can give you records of ay having Wei the 
Department of Justioe for public leformetiou in 197a and still await it. I can show you 
requests of CIA for records that since the 1971 request have not been supplied. 

Ibe political reality is precisely as red Graham represented: there is little 
likelihood that the oversight oosmittee will do anything and none that anything will be 
done in the immediate future. As a lawyer you know that what your report gives this 
new committal: looks factual foundation and that with all the work it will hove to do 
even if it had the visibly leaking disposition to do anything its other obligations 
more ceutral to its mandate else precludes this. 

I and to the best oft/ark:m:14dg, I aliens have devoted myeelf to meeting the 
writer's obligation in a society like ourz to the public's right to know. I continue 
to do this despite the sereousneseend the permanent damage from the phlebitis the 
manifestation of which youzobeerved. I have done work nobody else has begun to approach. 
The FBI has certified to a federal court that 1 know more about the subject of your 
report than anyone is the IBI. These are not is considersele credentials* And I will be 
leaving en archive for the future ea which what you have and have not used and do not 
have to suppress combo vales:hie. So, I am offering you an opportunity to assure a right 
of the people to know what yet:aid sot see fit to tell where you are not under any legal 
or morel oblieetema to secrecy. 

let rue see if your ofteeept of this right to know is impinged upon by your 
political support of the man who denied the public this right when our Prat:lee-met was 
tilled and the entire basis of our society nullified by tbatkilligee 

In these t$ herd years I have bad many disappointment:4 Gneriseemeend up my 
mew when I tried to steer him toward responsibility. So also did several of his associates 
I understand have been yours. I tell you frankly that between what 4  believed of you before 
we .met and the impression you then made on me your report is perhaps my greatest di sape 
pointment. It is so dishonest and irrelevant that &melte its parroting of 'what I wrote a 
&made ago, despite my title's using the words awhitawash" and wooverhp** you were even 
very unfair to the /TT and the CIA. I have sought no attention on your report but when I 
have been asked an opinion or comment in every' case you have foroad no to incluie this. 

Apologies for the typos I'l not have time to 	With disillusionment tinging sorrow andmregreto  
oorreoteet began this Sunday's work at 5 4011. 	Ewald Weisberg 


